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eared by many, loathed by some; dentists are the
‘Evil Joker’ in the Gotham city of medical procedures.
Generating nightmares that involve fillings, injections,
and your teeth falling out, it’s no surprise the majority
of us put off making appointments until we have reached
unbearable limits..
Able to relieve you of your fears, Cathedral Dental is the
ultimate ‘Caped Crusader’ of the dentistry world. The Batman
himself, a.k.a Dr Indy Singh, is on hand to provide the highest
quality dentistry and cosmetic procedures to ensure each
client receives a safe,
smile-enhancing
treatment,
using the latest
dental gadgets,
technologies and
equipment.
The Batman
wouldn’t be able to
wipe out all teethterror without his
trusted accomplice
Robin, aka Dr Dave
Carr, and a fantastic team of Wonder Women who ensure
each patient is well looked after at the practice. Practice
Manager Chris has a superpower often taken for granted - the
power to listen…
“We provide complementary consultations where we listen to
what our patients would like to achieve, and we work to fulfill
those needs by providing honest advice,” she reveals. “We
treat everyone equally but understand everyone has different
requirements and therefore tailor each appointment to our
clients needs.”
Cathedral Dental,

@cathedraldental
Not just content with saving your teeth from villainous sugars
these dental super-heroes also provide cosmetic procedures

“Indy has great attention to detail
and is very particular about dental
hygiene and aesthetics. I’m due to
get my ‘Fast Braces’ off very soon
and I can already see that
the results will be dramatic”
including Botox, teeth whitening, implants, veneers and SnapOn Smiles. Using state of the art cosmetic braces, Cathedral
Dental is able to transform even the most crowded, crooked,
and twisted smiles.
Velvet team member, Gemma, visited Cathedral Dental to
acquire straighter teeth and is overly impressed with the
results.
“Indy has great attention to detail and is very particular about
dental hygiene and aesthetics. I’m due to get my ‘Fast Braces’
off very soon and I can already see that the results will be
dramatic,” she said whilst grinning from ear to ear.
Offering a caring, friendly, and welcoming environment,
Cathedral Dental will help you overcome your dentistry fears
and defeat tooth aches once and for all!!!
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